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Abstract—Three-dimensional (3D) integration has the potential
to improve the communication latency and integration density of
chip-level multiprocessors (CMPs). However, the stacked high
power density layers of 3D CMPs increase the importance and
difficulty of thermal management. In this paper, we investigate
the 3D CMP run-time thermal management problem and de-
scribe efficient management techniques. This work makes the
following main contributions: (1) it identifies and describes the
critical concepts required for optimal thermal management,
namely the methods by which heterogeneity in both workload
power characteristics and processor core thermal characteristics
should be exploited and (2) it proposes an efficient, proactive,
continuously-engaged hardware and operating system thermal
management technique governed by optimal thermal manage-
ment polices. The proposed technique is evaluated using multi-
programmed and multithreaded benchmarks in an integrated
power, performance, and temperature full-system simulation
environment. We find that proactive power–thermal budgeting
allows a 30% improvement in instruction throughput compared
to a state-of-the-art proactive thermal management approach
that bases decisions only upon local information. The software
components of the proposed thermal management technique have
been implemented in the Linux 2.6.8 kernel. This source code will
be publicly released. The analysis and technique developed in this
work provide a general solution for future 3D and 2D CMPs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Continued increases in integration density, and achieving

higher application performance without corresponding in-

creases in processor frequency, are now primary goals for

microprocessor designers. As a result, microprocessor design

is rapidly moving towards highly-scalable chip-multiprocessor

(CMP) architectures. Today’s mainstream microprocessors are

multi-core [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The trend for future CMPs

is to increase the number of on-chip cores: 80-core prototypes

have recently been demonstrated by Intel [7].

Performance scalability is a major challenge in CMP design.

Using the mainstream two-dimensional (2D) planar CMOS

fabrication process, on-chip interconnect shows poor scalabil-

ity in both performance and power consumption [8]. Three-

dimensional (3D) integration has the potential to overcome

the limitations of 2D technology [9], [10], [11], [12]. By

stacking multiple device layers connected with inter-die vias,

3D integration increases logic integration density significantly
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and reduces on-chip wire length, especially for global and

semi-global wires. This has motivated computer architects to

evaluate 3D technology for CMP architecture design [10],

[13], [14], [15]. However, none of this work describes a

thermal management solution appropriate for 3D CMPs, nor

has prior work described the requirements for optimal power–

thermal budgeting in 2D or 3D CMPs.

Thermal issues are a large and growing concern for

CMPs [16], [17], [18], [19]. Increasing chip power consump-

tion and temperature affect circuit reliability (via negative

bias temperature instability, electromigration, time-dependent

dielectric breakdown, thermal cycling, etc.), power and en-

ergy consumption (via increased leakage power), and system

cost (via increased cooling and packaging cost). Robustness

to temperature-dependent timing errors poses a particularly-

interesting problem for thermal management because the most

efficient power control techniques frequently have high laten-

cies. This results in a trade off between power–performance

efficiency and reliability, and often implies the use of mul-

tiple power control techniques within a thermal management

infrastructure.

The use of 3D integration magnifies power dissipation

problems [10], [20], [21], [22]. Chip cross-sectional power

density increases linearly with the number of vertically-stacked

active circuit layers. 3D integration holds promise but without

solutions to the thermal problems it brings, 3D CMPs will be

impractical.

Run-time thermal management techniques, such as dynamic

voltage and frequency scaling, clock throttling, execution unit

toggling, and workload migration, have been proposed for

high-performance microprocessors [18], [19], [23], [24], [16],

[17]. Using these techniques, cooling solutions and packages

need not be designed for worst-case power consumption sce-

narios. Cooling cost can thereby be significantly reduced. Past

work, however, cannot effectively optimize the performance–

temperature tradeoff in 3D CMPs for the following reasons.

First, the thermal management techniques deployed in cur-

rent microprocesasors and operating systems are primarily

used to handle rare, worst-case power consumption events and

eliminate thermal emergencies. Although they can potentially

introduce significant performance overhead, they are rarely

invoked. In contrast, the higher power densities of future 3D

(and some 2D) CMPs will frequently require operation at or

near thermal limits. Already, processors contain reactive tech-

niques to permit the use of reduced-cost packaging and cooling



configurations that are not capable of handling maximum

power dissipation. Today’s laptops frequently invoke thermal

management mechanisms that drastically reduce performance,

even under normal operating conditions [25]. Power should be

viewed as a limited resource and processor cores should spend

carefully-budgeted amounts. Thermal management should be

used to proactively, continuously optimize CMP performance

and temperature, instead of merely reacting to emergencies.

Second, 3D CMPs have heterogeneous power and thermal

characteristics. On-chip processor cores have different cooling

efficiencies. For instance, cores in the layers closer to the

heatsink have higher cooling efficiencies than those farther

from the heatsink. Processor cores farther from the heatsink

will have higher temperatures than their neighbors nearer the

heatsink, even when their power consumptions are lower. Inter-

core thermal correlation is heterogeneous. The thermal correla-

tion between vertically-aligned processor cores is stronger than

that between processor cores within the same layer. The power

and thermal heterogeneity of 3D CMP poses unique challenges

for run-time thermal management. Achieving optimal 3D CMP

performance under a temperature constraint requires careful

system-wide control of each processor core’s performance and

power consumption. Local control, alone, is insufficient.

In this article, we develop the analytical framework neces-

sary to determine the thermal impact of every core in a 3D

CMP upon every other core. This framework yields guide-

lines for near-optimal thermal management. The guidelines

are embodied in a proactive global power–thermal budgeting

algorithm, performance counter-based workload monitor, and

distributed thermal control techniques, which we have imple-

mented in version 2.8.6 of the Linux kernel; this code will be

publicly released. The resulting 3D CMP thermal management

solution, which we call ThermOS, is evaluated using detailed

full-system simulation with M5 [26]. We have integrated

power modeling and thermal analysis tools within the simula-

tor, allowing unified architectural/power/thermal simulation of

arbitrary single-threaded and multi-threaded applications and

the Linux operating system (OS). Our results for a wide range

of multiprogrammed and multithreaded applications indicate

that, given a peak temperature constraint, ThermOS improves

CMP throughput by an average of 30% when compared

to state-of-the-art proactive distributed thermal management.

This improvement is primarily due to the power–thermal

budgeting guidelines used by ThermOS.

II. HEAT FLOW IN 3D CMPS

This section uses examples to explain the special thermal

characteristics of 3D CMPs and develop a mathematical model

that will be used to derive the thermal management policies

described in Section III and validated in Section IV.

A. Introduction to Thermal Modeling

Heat conduction within CMP chip and package can be

modeled using Fourier heat flow analysis, which has been

the standard method used by industry and academia for

circuit-level and architecture-level IC chip–package thermal

analysis during the past few decades [27], [28], [19], [29].
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Fig. 1. Inter-layer and intra-layer thermal heterogeneity and dominance in
3D CMPs.

This method is analogous to Georg Simon Ohm’s method1 of

modeling electrical current. Using Fourier heat flow analysis,

heat flow is analogous to electrical current and temperature is

analogous to voltage. The CMP is virtually partitioned into

numerous discrete blocks, as shown in Figure 1 (Figure 2

gives a higher-level overview of the 3D CMP structure). The

thermal conductance of each block is a linear function of the

conductivity of its material and its cross-sectional area divided

by length; it is analogous to electrical conductance. Blocks

also have heat capacities that are analogous to electrical capac-

itance. Therefore, an instantaneous change in heat generation

results in a gradual change in temperature. As a result, the

thermal profile of a CMP is essentially its power profile after

applying a complicated RC filter. For a thermal model to be

accurate, each block must be so small that the temperature

within it is uniform. A fine-grained, and thus more accurate,

model was used to validate ThermOS. However, for the sake

of explanation, this section will describe the coarse-grained

model shown in Figure 1, in which each core is represented

with a single thermal model element.

In 3D CMPs fabricated from multiple stacked wafers, the

thermal environment varies from layer to layer. Moreover, the

intra-layer and inter-layer thermal relationships among CMP

cores are heterogeneous. The rest of this section explains

the impact of this heterogeneity on heat flow and builds the

theoretical foundations for developing near-optimal 3D CMP

thermal management policies.

Homogeneous Intra-Layer Characteristics: Figure 1 illus-

trates a simplified heat conduction model for a pair of adjacent

CMP cores on the same layer (J and K) and a pair of adjacent

CMP cores on different layers (I and K) of a 3D CMP. As

shown in this figure, since the heat dissipation paths of Cores

I and K are nearly identical, the thermal conductances of these

two cores to the ambient are nearly equal. In other words,

processor cores within the same layer have similar cooling

efficiencies.

Heterogeneous Inter-Layer Characteristics: In contrast to

cores on the same layer, Cores I and K have different con-

ductances to the ambient for Core K (ghs) and for Core I

1In fact, Ohm borrowed this model from Fourier and it was initially
proposed to model heat flow.
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Fig. 2. (a) Comparison of face-to-face (left) and face-to-back (right) configurations for two stacked dies, (b) 3D three stacked die floorplan used in this
work, and (c) 3D CMP chip-package thermal modeling.

(1/(1/ghs + 1/ginter )). In addition, the steady-state temper-

ature of Core I is always higher than that of Core K, even

if Core I has a lower power consumption. The following

equations formalize this effect, which we refer to as thermal

dominance. Neglecting the limited intra-layer heat flow,

TK = Tamb + (PK + PI)/ghs (1)

TI = TK + PI/ginter

= Tamb + (PK + PI)/ghs + PI/ginter (2)

where TK and TI are the temperatures of Cores K and I,

Tamb is the ambient temperature, PK and PI are the power

consumptions of Cores K and I. In addition to Core I thermally

dominating Core K, it also has a higher total resistance to the

ambient, i.e., it has a lower cooling efficiency. As a result, a

unit of power consumption on Core I will have at least as great

an impact on temperature as a unit of power consumption on

Core J or K.

Thermal Coupling: The thermal conductance between J and

K (gintra ) is approximately 0.41 W/K. Heat can flow between

Cores J and K. As a result, the power consumption of one

can influence the temperature of the other. However, this

thermal coupling is relatively minor compared to that between

vertically-aligned cores. The thermal conductance between

Cores I and K (ginter ) is approximately 16× gintra . The large

interface area between Cores I and K results in a high thermal

conductance, despite the interposed high thermal resistivity

(but thin, and therefore low resistance) 10 µm polyimide

bonding layer.

Summary and Open Questions: At this point, we can draw

some qualitative conclusions. The temperatures of vertically-

aligned cores are highly correlated, relative to the temperatures

of horizontally-adjacent cores. Cores farther from the heatsink

have higher temperatures than their neighbors closer to the

heatsink. In addition, the temperature impact of a unit of power

dissipation will be at least as high for Core I as for Cores J and

K, due to their differing thermal conductances to the ambient.

However, a few questions remain:

1) How can we use this knowledge of thermal environment

heterogeneity to guide the development of a CMP ther-

mal management algorithm? and

2) What is the impact of the power consumption of each

core upon all other cores in the system?

We will now introduce a general analytical framework that

answers these questions.

III. 3D CMP THERMAL MANAGEMENT

In this section, we investigate the 3D CMP run-time thermal

management problem and propose efficient management tech-

niques. Given a 3D CMP with N on-chip processor cores, our

goal is to maximize the CMP throughput under a constraint

on peak temperature. CMP throughput is defined as the total

number of instructions executed by the CMP per second.

CMP IPS =

N−1∑

i=0

IPC i × fi (3)

where IPC i and fi are the run-time instructions per cycle and

frequency of Core i.
Run-time thermal safety requires that

∀N−1

i=0
Ti ≤ TMAX (4)

i.e., the temperature of each processor core cannot exceed the

maximum safe temperature: TMAX .

In the following sections, we analyze the thermal man-

agement problem for 3D CMPs and determine the policies

necessary for performance optimization given a temperature

constraint. This study will be used to guide the development

of our run-time thermal management techniques.

A. Conditions and Guidelines Required for Optimal 3D CMP

Thermal Management

This section presents performance optimization guidelines.

The central theme is to optimize the performance of CMP

cores under a constraint on peak temperature during workload

assignment and power–thermal budgeting.

Observation: To maximize CMP throughput, processor cores

should operate at different voltages and frequencies due to

heterogeneous processor core thermal characteristics and het-

erogeneous run-time workloads.

As described in Figure II-A, processor cores in a 3D CMP

are thermally correlated. The temperature of each Core i, is

affected by the power consumptions of all cores, as follows:

Ti =

N−1∑

j=0

ζi,j × pj ≤ TMAX (5)

where Ti is the temperature of processor Core i; ζi,j , {i, j} ∈
[0, N − 1] is an inter-core thermal impact coefficient, which

indicates the impact of a unit power consumption of Core j on

the temperature of Core i; pj is Core j’s power consumption;

and N is the number of processor cores of the CMP.



We would like to guide migration of tasks among cores, and

budget power to cores, in order to optimize CMP throughput

under a temperature constraint. To facilitate developing the

necessary guidelines, we introduce the concept of thermal

impact per performance gain, TIP :

TIP
f
i,j =

dTi

dfj

, TIP
IPC

i,j =
dTi

dIPC j

(6)

TIP i,j indicates the thermal impact on processor Core i due

to the increase in Core j’s performance, by either increasing

its frequency and voltage, and/or assigning a high IPC job

to this core. Intuitively, TIP is the thermal cost per unit

increase in processor core performance. It can be viewed as the

inverse of a core’s thermal efficiency. Subject to a temperature

bound, maximizing CMP performance thus requires that all

the processor cores achieve the same thermal impact per

performance improvement on the maximum-temperature core,

i.e.,

TIP
f,IPC

i,0 ≡ TIP
f,IPC

i,1 ≡ · · · ≡ TIP
f,IPC

i,N−1
(7)

Note that the impact on Ti due to the power consumption

of core j is ζi,jPj . Given that dynamic power consumption,

Pj = ξjV
2
j fj (where Vj and fj are the supply voltage and

frequency of Core j), Vj ∝ fβ
j , and β ≈ 1 [30]; ξj is Core j’s

run-time switching activity multiplied the capacitance of the

switched nodes (which is approximately linearly-proportional

to the IPC of the job running in Core j), then

ζi,0f
2β+1

0 ≡ ζi,1f
2β+1

1 ≡ · · · ≡ ζi,N−1f
2β+1

N−1

ζi,0ξ0f
2β
0 ≡ ζi,1ξ1f

2β
1 ≡ · · · ≡ ζi,N−1ξN−1f

2β
N−1

(8)

This result indicates that processor cores with heteroge-

neous power and thermal characteristics, i.e., different power–

thermal impact coefficients, ζi,j , running jobs with different

IPCs should be clocked at different frequencies. A similar

conclusion can be drawn when both dynamic and leakage

power consumption are considered.

As shown in Section II-A, the inter-layer and intra-layer

thermal characteristics of 3D CMPs show distinct differences.

This leads to different thermal management policies for inter-

layer and intra-layer processor cores.

1) Inter-Layer Power–Thermal Budgeting and Workload

Assignment: Inter-layer processor cores have heteroge-

neous thermal characteristics. In addition, vertically-aligned

cores have strongly-correlated temperatures. We now present

heterogeneity-aware guidelines for power–thermal budgeting

and workload assignment among vertically-aligned cores.

Guideline I: To maximize CMP throughput, the thermal

efficiencies of vertically-aligned processor cores should be op-

timized under the thermal constraint, i.e., the voltage and fre-

quency assignment among vertically-aligned processor cores

should follow Equations 5–8.

Guideline II: Given jobs with different IPCs, the maximum

CMP throughput can only be achieved by maximizing the

IPC heterogeneity during workload distribution. To maximize

throughput, jobs with higher IPCs should be assigned to cores

with higher thermal efficiencies.
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Fig. 3. ThermOS: 3D CMP run-time thermal management.

2) Intra-Layer Power–Thermal Budgeting: Intra-layer

cores have mostly-homogeneous thermal characteristics with

almost identical cooling efficiencies (see Section II-A), i.e.,

ζi,i ≈ ζj,j , when Core i and Core j are in the same layer.

In addition, the inter-core thermal impact is significantly

lower than the self power–thermal impact of each core, i.e.,

ζi,i ≫ ζi,j , when i 6= j. We therefore propose the following

policy for intra-layer power–thermal budgeting and workload

assignment.

Guideline III: To maximize aggregate CMP frequency or

instruction throughput, power–thermal budget and workload

should be balanced among intra-layer processor cores.

B. ThermOS: 3D CMP Thermal Management

Based on the thermal management guidelines presented

in Section III-A, we have developed ThermOS, a unified

hardware and OS thermal management solution to maxi-

mize thermally-safe 3D CMP performance. As shown in

Figure 3 and Table I, ThermOS consists of hardware-

based temperature–workload monitoring and distributed run-

time thermal management built into a 3D CMP microar-

chitecture, as well as a temperature-aware Linux kernel

equipped for global power–thermal budgeting and distributed

temperature-aware workload migration. ThermOS is a proac-

tive, continuously-engaged solution designed to handle 3D

CMP power–thermal heterogeneities, distribute run-time work-

load, and manage the limited power–thermal budget to op-

timize performance under temperature constraint. ThermOS

is built upon the Linux 2.6.8 kernel. It has an O (1) time

complexity scheduler. Our temperature-aware scheduling algo-

rithm maintains the same time complexity. Table I summarizes

the proposed offline and run-time software and hardware

management techniques.

1) Temperature Monitoring: ThermOS gathers CMP ther-

mal profiles at run-time, which are used to guide temperature-

aware workload migration as well as power–thermal budget-

ing. Either thermal sensors or online thermal analysis may be

used for on-line temperature monitoring. Thermal sensors have

been widely used in high-performance microprocessors [31],

[1]. Efficient software-based online thermal analysis tech-

niques have also been developed [19].

2) Workload Monitoring: In addition to CMP thermal

profile, ThermOS gathers run-time performance and power

characteristics to guide job migration as well as power–thermal

budgeting. A processor core’s activity factor is a function of

the capacitances of its functional units and the corresponding



TABLE I
THERMOS IMPLEMENTATION

Offline Given the activity factor range of on-chip processor core, derive a look-up table that

computation contains the optimal voltages and frequencies yielded by Equations 8–11.

Online OS rebalance tick() Invoke cluster opt() and group opt() at the beginning of each workload migration time interval (every 20 ms).

cluster opt() Conduct inter-layer migration according to Guideline II.

group opt() Conduct intra-layer migration according to Guideline III.

scheduler tick() 1) Monitor the activity factors of run-time processes using hardware performance counters.

2) Determine the global power–thermal budgeting using run-time table lookup.

Hardware Local DVFS Proactive distributed DVFS based on global guidance and local variation.

Local clock Reactive distributed clock throttling to guarantee thermal safety.

run-time activity factors resulting from its workload. Most

modern processors provide hardware performance counters for

monitoring specific events [1], [32]. These performance coun-

ters can be used to inform accurate and efficient regression-

based run-time performance and power models [33], [34].

ThermOS uses this technique for linear regression estimation

of run-time processor core activity factors. The model was de-

veloped offline and integrated with the OS. During execution,

each processor core’s hardware performance counter values

are gathered periodically when triggered by OS timer inter-

rupts (every 1 ms in Linux 2.6.8 kernel). These performance

counter values are used for run-time workload activity and IPC

estimation.

3) Distributed Temperature-Aware Workload Migration:

ThermOS contains a distributed online workload migration

technique to support performance optimization. The proposed

technique follows the guidelines presented in Section III-A and

carefully handles 3D CMP inter-layer thermal heterogeneity

and run-time workload heterogeneity. ThermOS uses a dis-

tributed approach that swaps jobs with high IPCs to processor

cores with higher thermal efficiencies.

Consider two vertically-adjacent processor cores: Core I

and Core K. Assume Core K has a higher thermal efficiency

than Core I. To optimize instruction throughput, ThermOS

compares the jobs stored in each processor core’s job queue. It

first identifies the lowest-IPC job (IPCMIN K) on core K and

the highest-IPC job (IPCMAX I ) on Core I. If IPCMIN K <
IPCMAX I , ThermOS swaps the corresponding jobs. Intra-

layer thermal heterogeneity and thermal correlation are small.

Therefore, ThermOS balances the intra-layer IPC distribution

to optimize instruction throughput. Average IPCs of jobs on

horizontally-adjacent cores are compared. If appropriate, they

are swapped to further balance the distribution. The proposed

distributed temperature-aware workload migration technique

has been integrated within the default Linux kernel workload

balancing policy. In the current implementation, workload

migration occurs every 20 ms.

4) Global Power–Thermal Budgeting: ThermOS dynami-

cally adjusts the power–thermal budgets of processor cores

to optimize 3D CMP performance. Following the guidelines

in Section III-A, ThermOS balances the power–thermal bud-

get assignment among processor cores in the same layer.

Equations 5–8 are used to guide inter-layer power–thermal

budgeting. The leakage–temperature dependency introduces

temperature variables on both sides of Equation 7. Solving

this equation requires numerical iteration and detailed chip-

package thermal analysis, which are computationally intensive.

To minimize run-time overhead, we have developed hybrid

offline/online budgeting technique.

Given the switching activity (or IPC) range of the workload,

the optimal voltage and frequency settings for vertically-

aligned processor cores are pre-computed. The offline com-

ponent of the budgeting algorithm is iterative. During each

iteration, based on the IPC and the switching activity of each

processor core, Equations 5–8 are used to determine the opti-

mal processor core power–thermal budgets. Thermal analysis

is then used to estimate the 3D CMP thermal profile and update

the leakage power profile estimate. This process iterates until

the chip-package thermal profile converges, subject to feed-

back from temperature-dependent leakage power consumption.

The final voltage and frequency configurations are stored in a

look-up table for efficient use during online power–thermal

budgeting. In ThermOS, run-time power–thermal budgeting

is implemented in the Linux kernel and invoked periodically.

Periods ranging from 1 ms to 100 ms are currently supported.

5) Distributed Run-Time Thermal Management: ThermOS

uses distributed run-time thermal management to honor the

power and thermal budgets described in Section III-B4 and

adhere to a temperature constraint. Periodically, each processor

core adjusts its voltage and frequency based on its assigned

power–thermal budget. However, transient variations may not

be immediately detected by the OS. In order to honor the tem-

perature constraint, ThermOS uses local dynamic voltage and

frequency scaling (DVFS) and clock throttling to react to tran-

sient variation with lower latency than global power–thermal

budgeting. DVFS has a higher response latency than clock

throttling; for modern high-performance microprocessors, the

voltage transition rate is in the range of 10 mV/µs [35].

Clock throttling, on the other hand, has low latency. However,

DVFS has less performance impact per unit power reduction

than clock throttling, thanks to the superlinear dependence of

power on voltage. Note that most modern high-performance

processors already support DVFS. We are proposing to use this

existing DVFS hardware to the best effect. In ThermOS, local

DVFS continuously tracks temperature changes and clock

throttling is used as a final defense to guarantee thermal safety.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates ThermOS, the proposed run-time

thermal management solution for 3D CMPs. We use the M5

full system simulator [26], into which we have integrated

a power model, thermal model, and ThermOS. We use a

set of multithreaded and multiprogrammed benchmarks from

SPEC2000, Media Bench, ALPBench, and SPLASH2, which

are shown in Table II. These benchmarks are further parti-



TABLE II
BENCHMARK CHARACTERISTICS

Group Name
Avg. Avg. Max. Max.

IPC Pow. (W) T δT

SPEC gcc 3.36 14.67 64.88 0.20

High IPC applu 3.13 14.37 65.64 0.12

gzip 2.78 13.34 63.49 0.34

mgrid 2.58 13.66 61.84 0.31

SPEC twolf 1.58 11.33 64.30 0.19

Low IPC parser 1.55 10.41 60.70 0.28

vpr 1.47 10.63 60.43 0.29

mcf 1.25 10.91 63.79 0.25

Media gsmenc 3.10 13.50 63.38 0.09

High IPC jpegdec 2.72 13.42 65.89 0.13

Media
g721enc 1.94 11.91 61.39 0.08

Low IPC

Multithreaded MPGenc 2.95 14.34 68.78 0.20

(two threads) Sphinx3 1.13 9.93 61.68 0.02

cholesky 2.83 14.27 70.57 0.32

lu 2.26 12.10 66.97 0.08

radix 0.84 5.81 57.17 0.28

water-nsquared 1.85 11.99 65.32 0.12

water-spatial 1.74 10.57 62.35 0.08

TABLE III
BENCHMARK SUITES

Multiprogrammed test setups

Group Filename Clusters Benchmarks

SPEC hv-hipc High T var., high IPC gzip, mgrid

lv-hipc Low T var., high IPC applu, gcc

hv-lipc High T var., low IPC parser, vpr

lv-lipc Low T var., low IPC twolf, mcf

hv-mipc1 High T var., mixed IPC gzip, parser

hv-mipc2 High T var., mixed IPC mgrid, vpr

lv-mipc1 Low T var., mixed IPC applu, mcf

lv-mipc2 Low T var., mixed IPC gcc, twolf

Media media-hipc High IPC jpegdec, gsmenc

media-mipc Mixed IPC gsmenc, g721enc

Multithreaded test setups

MPGenc, sphinx3, cholesky, lu, radix, water-nsquared, water-spatial

tioned into 17 test setups (see Table III) using two benchmark-

specific metrics, IPC and expected temperature variation.

The ThermOS run-time thermal management algorithms are

implemented within the Linux 2.6.8 kernel. We made two main

changes to the kernel:

• Performance-counter based power modeling: We enable

OS-level power estimation using performance counters.

Hardware event counters of the sort typical for modern

processors were added to M5. A regression-based power

model was added to the OS [33].

• Power–thermal budgeting, task migration, and thermal

management: The proposed power–thermal budgeting

and temperature-aware task migration techniques were

implemented in the Linux kernel. We modified M5 to

support kernel control of DVFS and clock throttling tem-

perature monitoring through privileged machine registers.

A. Comparison of ThermOS With Alternatives

In this section, we first contrast ThermOS with solutions

used in existing processors. Then we provide a detailed quanti-

tative comparison with a state-of-the-art continuously-engaged

thermal management technique. The following experiments

use 85 °C as a predefined thermal constraint.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of ThermOS and distributed approach [17].

Most thermal management techniques used in practice re-

act to emergencies instead of being continuously engaged.

They detect dangerously-high temperatures and reduce power

consumption, generally via hardware clock throttling. Such

solutions are adequate when temperatures approach their limits

only very rarely. However, high power densities and con-

straints on cooling costs require proactive thermal manage-

ment. Some researchers have moved in this direction.

Donald and Martonosi [17] proposed a distributed

continuously-engaged thermal management technique for 2D

CMPs. Their approach is based on closed-loop control theory,

and continuously adjusts the voltage and frequency of each

processor core to maintain safe temperatures. Each core has its

own controller and the controllers act independently, without

knowledge of the conditions of other cores. This permits sig-

nificantly better performance than reactive approaches because

DVFS can generally reduce power consumption by the same

amount as clock throttling with a smaller performance penalty.

In fact, their results indicate that, compared with a stop-

go based thermal control policy, distributed DVFS improves

throughput by 2.5×. However, independent local control has

limitations. The power consumed in one processor can impact

the temperatures of other processors in nonuniform ways. As

a result, continuously-engaged global control can permit better

performance than continuously-engaged local control. This

is especially true for 3D architectures, in which the power

consumption of a particular processor core has great impact

on the temperature of vertically-aligned cores and relatively

less impact on other cores.

ThermOS uses continuously-engaged, distributed

global/local control to maximize performance given

a temperature constraint. It supports both 3D and 2D

architectures. It has two primary differences with state-of-the-

art temperature control techniques. First, it uses global power

budgeting that takes into account the thermal interaction

between processor cores. Second, it directs temperature-aware

workload migration of threads among processor cores.

Figure 4 shows the 3D CMP run-time instruction through-

puts in billion of instructions per second (BIPS), achieved by

ThermOS and Donald’s and Martonosi’s approach. Compared

to the distributed local approach, ThermOS improves instruc-

tion throughput by 29.84% on average (ranging from 15.22%

to 53.79%). This can be explained as follows. In 3D CMPs, the
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Fig. 5. Impact of floorplan rotation.

strong thermal correlation among inter-layer vertically-aligned

processor cores has significant impact on the temperature of

the processor layer farthest from the heat sink. Using the pro-

posed power–thermal budgeting and temperature-aware work-

load migration techniques, ThermOS determines appropriate

power budgets for each group of vertically-aligned processor

cores. In addition, it uses workload migration and DVFS

to optimize the power–thermal efficiency of each processor

core. Together, these techniques maximize overall throughput.

Donald’s and Martonosi’s work, on the other hand, is a

distributed, processor-local technique. Using this technique,

each processor core regulates its power and performance to

ensure local thermal safety without considering the thermal

impact on neighboring cores. As a result, vertically-aligned

processor cores are unable to collaboratively share the power–

thermal budget, which can reduce CMP performance. In other

words, when a distributed, local management technique is

used, power consumption on processor cores near the heatsink

can push processor cores farther from the heatsink to their

thermal limits.

B. Robustness to Changes in 3D Integration

In order to show the robustness of ThermOS to variation in

3D integration style, we evaluated the performance improve-

ment when used for CMPs based on front-to-back and front-to-

front wafer integration. We simulated the proposed technique

and Donald’s and Martonosi’s distributed local approach [17]

for both integration styles using all benchmark mixes shown in

Table III. The average CMP instruction throughput improve-

ment was 29.84% for front-to-back integration and 23.77% for

front-to-front integration. For all combinations of benchmarks

and packages, the instruction throughput improvements were

greater than 7%. We can conclude that ThermOS permits

substantial improvements in performance over Donald’s and

Martonosi’s distributed local technique for different 3D inte-

gration styles.

C. Interaction with 3D CMP Floorplan Optimization

This experiment evaluates ThermOS for 3D CMPs with

different floorplans. CMP thermal profile is strongly influ-

enced by on-die power distribution. In 3D CMPs, inter-layer

vertically-aligned processor cores have strong thermal corre-

lation. If all cores have identical floorplans, functional units

with high power densities are vertically-aligned, potentially

creating local thermal hotspots. Intelligent inter-layer floorplan

arrangement can potentially balance inter-layer power profile

and minimize chip peak temperature. Using the three-layer 3D

CMP setup with processor core layers and one L2 cache layer,

detailed thermal analysis shows that, by rotating the floorplan

of top-layer processor cores by 180 degrees, chip power profile

is more balanced, intra-core local hotspots are minimized,

and chip peak temperature is reduced by 1.99 °C on average

and 4.24 °C maximum among the multiprogramming and

multithreading benchmarks. Figure 5 compares ThermOS and

the baseline distributed technique, with and without floorplan

rotation. It shows that both run-time techniques can lever-

age the temperature reduction offered by floorplan rotation

and achieve higher throughput under the same temperature

constraint. In addition, ThermOS consistently outperforms the

distributed technique by 31.45% and 29.84% on average with

and without floorplan rotation, respectively.

D. Interactions Between Thermal Management and Reliability

As described in Section I, high or varying temperatures

can result in increased wear due to lifetime fault processes,

e.g., electromigration. This implies that a reduction in average

temperature due to more effective thermal management can

increase integrated circuit lifetime. There is even the potential

to estimate this effect [36] when designing and selecting

parameters for a thermal management algorithm, thereby

producing a thermal management technique that maximizes

performance under a constraint on desired integrated circuit

lifetime.

Variation in temperature can also result in transient timing

faults because charge carrier mobility reduces with increased

temperature. This is a result of high temperatures increasing

the frequency of interaction among charge carrier and phonons

in the atomic lattice of semiconductors and metal, thereby de-

creasing the charge carrier mean free path, i.e., decreasing the

conductance. This effect can result in timing violations due to

run-time changes in temperature. It is generally compensated

for by constraining the temperature of the integrated circuit to

a safe range by dynamically adjusting the power consumption

of the processor at risk. When selecting appropriate power

management techniques for use within thermal management,

there is tension between power–performance efficiency and

latency. Some power control techniques, such as DVFS, have

good power reduction to performance reduction ratios, but

have high reaction latencies, e.g., 10 mV/µs [35]. Others, such

as clock throttling, have relatively-poor power reduction to per-

formance reduction ratios, but can reduce power consumption

almost immediately.

ThermOS uses multiple power control techniques that trade

off power–performance efficiency and reaction latency. We

found that the vast majority of potential thermal emergencies

result from gradual changes in temperature: DVFS can protect

against them. However, in a few cases temperature changes

so rapidly that a low-latency power control technique (clock

throttling) must be used. Fortunately, these cases are so rare

that the poor power–performance efficiency of clock throttling

has negligible impact on the overall performance of ThermOS.



V. CONCLUSIONS

3D integration has the potential to significantly improve

performance and integration density. However, it will increase

power density, thereby increasing the importance of using

continuously-engaged thermal management techniques. It will

also increase the heterogeneity in thermal interaction among

processor cores. This requires careful consideration during

thermal management policy design.

We have developed a mathematical formulation for opti-

mizing workload assignment, power–thermal budgeting, and

voltage mode selection for 3D CMP thermal management.

This formulation has been used to develop ThermOS, a

continuously-engaged hardware–software thermal manage-

ment solution for 3D CMPs. The proposed solution has been

implemented within the Linux kernel and evaluated using full-

system 3D CMP and OS simulation. ThermOS provides a

near-optimal thermal management solution to maximize the

thermally-safe performance of future 3D and 2D CMPs.
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